Credit Recovery to
Get Back on Track

For Students Who Are Falling Behind, Stride Learning
Solutions Credit Recovery Picks You Back Up
School districts across the country are seeing more students struggle to pass courses during
the pandemic. New online learning methods, inconsistent schedules, disengagement, and lack of
direct instructional time are among the challenges that may feel beyond your control.
Fortunately, Stride Learning Solutions credit recovery courses are an effective way for students
to get back on the path to graduation. Whether they’re struggling with academic or personal
challenges, students can get a second chance in their courses. And, with academic support by our
certified teachers available 24/7 via chat, phone, and video conference, they can feel supported
every step of the way.

Diagnostic-Driven, Motivational, and Self-Paced with
Adaptive Release and Social Emotional Learning Support
For students who did not pass a course initially, a complete repetition
of the course may not be necessary. With our diagnostic-driven
adaptive release model, students can test out of previously mastered
material so they can focus on the more difficult concepts they missed
the first time around.
Stride Learning Solutions credit recovery courses are built to support
learners who may need additional motivation and remediation. The
courses feature a self-paced learning environment with embedded
social emotional learning support and a growth-mindset approach to
help students reframe their struggles as opportunities for future success.

Motivational learning objects encourage the
development of intrinsic motivation, resilience,
perseverance, self-awareness, and self-management
to help students grow as 21st-century learners who are
equipped to persist through challenges in school and life.

Why Stride Learning Solutions
Credit Recovery?
• Our courses can be implemented fully online or in a
blended learning environment during school hours,
summer school, or at home.
• The curriculum is tailored to students who need
extra help by using simplified explanations,
interactive lessons with narrated audio clips, and
vocabulary links.
• The curriculum is accessible and compatible with
assistive technologies and devices such as
screen readers.
• Built-in tools—like text-to-speech and translation
support for 65+ languages—offer additional support
for struggling students, English learners, and
students with special needs.
• Unit or module-level assessments measure
mastery of critical concepts and release content in
accordance with the individual needs of the student.
• Credit recovery courses can be taught by your
teachers or by K12’s highly trained, certified
teachers.
• Courses work on desktops, laptops, and tablets so
students can learn anytime, anywhere.

Stride Offers 24
Credit Recovery
Courses
ENGLISH

American Literature
British and World Literature
English 10
English 9

MATH

Algebra 1
Algebra 2
Geometry
Integrated Math I
Integrated Math II
Integrated Math III

SCIENCE

Biology
Chemistry
Earth Science
Physical Science

HISTORY AND SOCIAL
SCIENCES

Geography
Modern U.S. History
Modern World Studies
U.S. and Global Economics
U.S. Government and Politics
U.S. History
World History

WORLD LANGUAGES
Spanish I

ELECTIVES

Health*
Physical Education*
*0.5 credit course

Get your students back on track to a brighter future with Stride Learning Solutions
credit recovery. Contact Stride Learning Solutions today.
844.638.3533 | stridelearning.com/learning-solutions

